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Voluntary I

John Stanley
(1712-1786)

* Original: no ties.
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Andante

Trumpet

Eccho
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Voluntary II

John Stanley
(1712-1786)

Voluntary III

John Stanley
(1712-1786)
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Cornet

Eccho

* Original: c ; cf. ms 57.
Voluntary V

John Stanley
(1712-1786)

Slow

Diapasons
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* Original has fingerings.
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Voluntary VI

John Stanley
(1712-1786)
Voluntary VII

John Stanley
(1712-1786)

Adagio

Diapasons

Allegro

Cornet

* Original: e♭.
Voluntary VIII

John Stanley
(1712-1786)
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Adagio

Swell

* Sic.
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Voluntary IX

John Stanley
(1712-1786)
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Voluntary X

John Stanley
(1712-1786)
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Allegro

Full Organ
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